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Emergentbehaviors are actions or combinations of actions
performed by a character or characters that come from a
combinationof the characters’ basic traits and abilities and
the potentially unpredictable opportunities and situations
that can arise. Storytelling gives the level designer control
over the basic perception of the characters by the player,
while emergent (or opportunistic) behavior allows the
player to feel that she is experiencing and influencing a
unique game experience. Balancing the storytelling and
emergent behaviors is the trick to making an immersive
gamelike Planetfall succeed in presenting believable and
distinct characters, and in making an RTSmission seem
both uniqueand responsiveto a player’s strategies.

Abstract
Almostevery type of computergamehas somesort of AI
scripting languagewhichenableslevel designersto script a
story arc for a mission or gamelevel and to provide
personalities and individual responses to different
characters in a game.Andwhetherthe "characters" in a
gameare 3Dpolygonalvirtual actors the player explicitly
interacts with or virtual generalswhodirect massivearmies
but are neverthemselvesseen, the goalof the AI is to make
the characterscometo life. Manyscripting languagesin
gameshavesomeserious problemsin speedor ease of use.
Thus, we created a character management
system we call
the CCA(CharacterControlArchitecture) and an efficient
and easy to use rules system we call the IIIE (Ian’s
Improved Inference Engine) for an unshipped 3D
action~adventuretitle, Planetfall 2: The Other Side of
Floyd. The system wasdesigned for maximalextensibility
andflexibility, and currently weare using the CCA&IIIE
for controllingthe missionscriptingandtactical ship Al for
a 3DReal-TimeStrategy game(RTS)

Overview
In our CCA,each character is treated as an independent
agent. Each character maintains a current plan of action,
state, and memoryfor itself, and when the situation
demandsthat a new decision be made, the character calls
the inference engine to determinea newcourse of action.

Introduction
Planetfall 2: The Other Side of Floyd was a 3D comical
Action/Adventure game focussed around a hapless space
traveler who had the misfortune to hook up with two
dysfunctional robots namedFloyd and Oliver. The original
games that these characters came from (Plane(fall and
Stationfall) were text-only games and the transition to a
real-time 3Dgraphical gamecreated AI challenges such as
path planning in a 3D environment, inverse kinematics
systems for motion planning, and strategic AI for the
player’s foes. However,the biggest AI challenge was to
create the logic and interaction with Floyd &Oliver, AI
buddies whowouldbe both part of the story and tools for
the player. These robots were to follow the player around
and perform a wide variety of tasks such as opening doors,
fetching items, delaying enemies, and causing havoc.
Towardsthis end, we created the CCA(Character Control
Architecture) and the IIIE (Ian’s Improved Inference
Engine).

There are five principle elements: The CCA(Character
ControlArchitecture), the IIIE rules, the ActionScripts, the
Atomic Actions, and the Character Attributes. The CCA
and the AtomicActions are general algorithms (coded in
C++)common
to all characters, while the IIIE rules, Action
Scripts, and Character Attributes are specific to each
character and created with a designer-friendly grammar.
The behavior of a character is determinedby the different
elements of the Behavior Pyramid shownbelow:

IE Rulesfor a
Character
ActionScripts
Character
Attributes
Figure 1. The Behavior Pyramid for a character. The CCA
and Atomic Actions are part of the executable, while the
rest is configurableby the level designer.

Philosophy
Twoprinciple elements involved in bringing the characters
to life are storytelling and emergentbehaviors. Storytelling
is scripted glimpses at the characters’ personalities.
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CCA:The Character Control Architecture controls
howa character managesits current plan(s) and when
it calls the Inference Engineto determinea newcourse
of action. The sophistication of the CCAis that it
handles interruptions of plans elegantly, monitors
changes in the character’s environment, and could
allow the resumption of interrupted plans. Every
character in the gameis instantiated as a CCAentity,
including a "MISSION"
entity that performs logic and
actions for the environment.
IIIE Rules: Eachcharacter has its ownset of rules that
fully define which actions it can initiate under any
given circumstances. This makes the search for a
specific character’s next plan/action efficient (since the
character’s rules are separate from those of other
characters), and it allows us to choosea newaction for
a specific character on demand.The "left-hand sides"
of the rules are conditionals based on the Game&
Character Attributes. The "right-hand sides" are
tokens for specific Action Scripts. IIIE rules are
loaded and unloaded in sets (by file), and a given
character can have several different sets loaded at any
given time (such as local and global rules). Sets
rules are definedeither for a particular character or for
a group of characters, and each character maybelong
to as manygroups as the designer specifies (and the
character inherits all rules sets attached to those
groups).

TIMES_FLOYD_HAS_HIT_MEor DIST 2 STAR.
The situational attributes are loaded along with the
Action Scripts and IIIE rules. The most interesting
attributes are "hot variables" whichare described later
with the IIIE. Someattributes act as global variables
(such as a user defined variable OPEN_AIRLOCK),
and somehave an instance attached to each character
(such as Floyd.HITPOINTS).
AtomicActions: The very fundamental building blocks
of the characters’ behaviors are the AtomicActions.
These are just functions in the main game core that
handle basic motions, sounds, & other interactions
with the environment. Examplesmight be plan_motion
(to_vector), follow_character( whomto follow ), or
attack_enemy(ship_number).

The Control Loop
A major part of the balance comes from designing the
control loop of the gameso that each character gets a fair
chance to react to changes in the environment in a timely
manner. The control loop must act like a process scheduler
in an operating system. Eachcharacter needs to get its fair
share of processing time, the control loop must not waste
time on characters that don’t need processing, and the
whole thing has to happen efficiently. The model we are
using is the "round robin" model [Tanenbaum87],in which
there is a list of characters, and at each pass through the
control loop, each character is given a finite chunkof time
in which to perform someAI.

Action Scripts: Each action script is a description of
howa specific plan or action looks, sounds, and plays
out. It can contain motion instructions, sounds, &
animations. It can set or unset character attributes. It
specifies which AtomicActions are part of a plan for
the CCAto execute. The plan consists of a series of
sequential steps, each of which can contain several
simultaneous atomic actions, and it can potentially
have steps that are dependent on the successful
execution of previous steps (the latter is not
implemented in the current version). As with IIIE
rules, Action Scripts (AS) are loaded and unloaded
sets (by file), and several different sets can be loaded
at any given time (such as local and global actions).
specific ASis referred to in the rules by a string
identifier,
such as Launch_Starcruiser_Attack or
Hit_Lloyd. Action Scripts may be used by several
characters

At the very highest level of control, the mainloop of the
gamelooks like this:

Character Attributes: Everything we need to know
about a character for the given environment.There are
two types of attributes: permanent and situational.
Permanent attributes are defined by the particular
game:they could include location, orientation, current
plan, etc. Situational attributes are defined by the
designer in the action script files. Examplesmight be
simple booleans like HAS ID CARDIN HAND.
They could also be integers or floating point, like

Figure2. TheMainLoopof Planetfall 2
The three principle componentsare the Event Handler, the
Animation & Rendering Module, and the AI. The Event
Handler is responsible for all input from the character as
well as system events. The Animation & Rendering
Modulekeeps the screen fresh with the latest projection of
the gameworld. Finally, the AI determines and executes
the characters’ actions. In any given cycle of the game,
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each module is allocated some amount of time (and,
correspondingly, some amount of CPU processing) to
perform its tasks. The data for each character is stored in
one central repository. All of the relevant information
about a character’s state, including position and joint
angles, is stored in a central, easy-to-accessdata structure.

behavior(withoutaffecting others’), but it still allows us
coordinate characters through the IIIE.

Event
Handler

Animation
&Rendering

There are two main components to the AI Loop: setting
plans for all characters and executing plans for all
characters. The main reason the planning and execution
are separate is so that each character workswith the same
information (execution maychange positions, joint angles,
or other attributes). Also, the disjunction betweenplanning
and simulating allows us to update the simulation and
drawing more frequently than we need to plan. During
execution, if any character is in motion,it can checkduring
each frame whether or not it risks colliding with another
character; it also mayneed to update joint angles in each
frame.
Each character, gets an opportunity to set its ownplan. We
can keep track of the amountof time that has passed after
each planning, and if after Ti we are out of our allocated
time, we exit, and then in the next frame we can start the
planningat Characteri.
Figure 4. The CompleteFlowof GameControl

Ian’s ImprovedInference Engine

\

The IIIE (triple-I E) evaluates potentially complexrules
very quickly. The rules (at present) are straightforward
conditionals, and there is no implicit chaining of rules in a
single inference engine evaluation, although chaining can
be accomplished in multiple steps. See [Tanimoto87] &
[Charniak86]for general descriptions of Inference engines.
Principal features of the IIIE include:

IIIE not needed
Figure3. Set PlanCharacteri
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If nothing important has changed(no "hot variables" set),
Set Plan Character i exits. Otherwise, we evaluate the
inference engine in order to see if we need a newplan. The
Inference Engine returns an action token, which points to
an action script. The action script is used to fill out the
Character plan data structure for the given Character(to be
describedlater).

¯

Next, Execute Character i performs a round-robin loop.
Each Character is given someamountof time to perform its
tasks. In executing each Character’s plans, we look at all
active plans, and execute the next step of each of them(a
step consists of a numberof atomic actions that must be
initiated simultaneously, such as a motion, a sound, some
low-level planning). In the current implementations, some
characters in the gamehave a limit of one script, but a
WORLD
entity can have manyconcurrent scripts.

¯

¯

This system emphasizes an object-oriented design to the
characters. This gives us independent decision makingfor
the characters and easy modification to one character’s
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CompiledRules. The rules compile into and execute as
dynamically loadable C++code, improving the speed
of evaluation and allowing use of commercial
debuggingtools.
When-NeededRule Evaluation. Weuse variables call
"hot variables". During pre-compilation, each hot
variable is linked to all of the rules that dependon it.
Duringthe execution of the game,if any hot variable’s
value is modified, it is markedas dirty. Whenthe IIIE
evaluation happens for each character, only the rules
that reference dirty hot variables are evaluated.
Arbitrarily ComplexLogic. The Left-hand sides of the
rules can include arbitrarily complex arithmetic &
logical expressions
Simple Grammar.The raw rules and scripts provided
by the designers are easy to read and write. This
example shows a rule that compares a "hot variable"
(SELECTED_OBJECT)
to the ID of a red button, and
calls an action script that animates some special
effects:

RULE red_button_pushed

current rule to fire. Firing the rule meanscalling the right
hand side of the rule (an action script which has been
turned into C++code). This entire process repeats for each
character under the control of the CCA.

if (SELECTED_OBJECTis red_button_obj)
then
explode
END_RULE
Object Orientedness. Each character maintains its own
separate knowledgebase (rules &scripts), but can also
share mission specific data

Examples
In order to give a more complete understanding of this
system, we are including sample rules and scripts for one
small part of a level in Planetfall 2: The Other Side of
Floyd (as well as showinga sample debuggingtrace of the
rules). In this setting, the player is locked into a cabin
aboard a spaceship, and Floyd and Oliver need to help
extricate him. The rules show howthe IIIE lets Floyd be
used for both storytelling and as part of the player’s arsenal
of tools. Note that for space considerations, we can only
show some of Floyd’s rules and scripts. Furthermore, we
cannot explain in detail what each atomic action means,
though most involve moving the characters or playing
sounds. Twoof Floyd’s rules shownhere are responses to
commandsgiven by the player, and two are rules Floyd
follows whennot being bothered.
Sample Rules
Here are a few sample rules for Floyd. They handle his
autonomousactions, as well as being selected by the player
to report in or opena door.

Figure5. TheIIIE Organization

//Rules for Floydfor the IIIE InferenceEngine&CCA
//for use withthe demoscenario "Paxton’sRoom".
RULES FOR FLOYD

All of the logic in the IIIE & CCAis generated from rule
files and action script files. Theseare written in a designerfriendly grammar,and are preprocessed into C++code that
is compiled into loadable libraries
(Dynamic Link
Libraries, or DLLs). In these files, the user can define
characters, action scripts, variables, and rules (though
characters can also be generated in the game core). The
rules are specific to each character, while the action scripts
can be accessedby all of the characters.

//
//IDLE_MOTIONS
//
RULE
idle_motions
if ((FLOYD.STATE
is IDLE)and (next_floyd_idle is WALK))
then
floyd_pause
or
floyd_wander
END_RULE

The basic measurementof time is the cycle (also knownas
the frame or loop). If, in a given cycle, none of the hot
variables have been changed(a dirty flag in each variable
signals a change), the CCAdoes nothing. Only when
variable has been modified does the CCAput the relevent
rules on the Affected Rules List (ARL).At each cycle, the
CCAuses the ARLto modify the SRL (Satisfied Rules
List) for each character. The SRLconsists of all of the
rules whoseleft-hand sides are currently true. Initially, the
SRLis empty, but any rule from the ARLwhose left side
evaluates to true is addedto the SRL(unless it is already
there). Furthermore, any rule from the ARLwhose lefthand side is nowfalse can get removedfrom the SRL.

//
//IDLE_GAGS
//
RULEidle_gags
if ((FLOYD.STATE
is IDLE)and (next_floyd_idle is TALK))
then
floyd generic_sound(how_long_sound)
or
floyd_generic_sound(fioyd_ID_sound)
END_RULE
//
//REPORT_IN
//
RULE
report_in

This guaranteesthat at each cycle wehavea list of satisfied
rules to choose from which is complete and which was
generated efficiently. Wechoose (either at random or
through a priority ranking) a rule from the SRLas the
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if (SELECTED_OBJECT
is floyd_obj)
then
floydhere
END_RULE

SetAnim(FLOYD,
I,10,1);
TumToObj(FLOYD, THE_CAMERA,0);
SoundPlay(FLOYD,floyd_here_sound,CYCLE_ONCE,
WAIT_FORSOUND_TO_FINISH);
STEP
FLOYD.STATE= IDLE;
ENDSCRIPT
END_ACTION

//
//OPEN_DOOR
//
RULEopen_door
if ((SELECTED_OBJECTis RIGHT_DOOR)
(gCharacterlcon is FLOYD_ICON))
then
floyd_open_door
END_RULE

//
//floyd: floyd_pause
//
//Floyd is bored. Just shrug shoulders
ACTIONfloyd_pause
SCRIPT FLOYD
FLOYD.STATE = BUSY;
SetAnim(FLOYD,1,3,1);
STEP
FLOYD.STATE= IDLE;
END_SCRIPT
END_ACTION

Sample Scripts
The corresponding Action Scripts follow (with many gamespecific atomic actions). "Actions" are what are invoked
by the rules firing.
Within each action we can define
scripts for any number of characters, although here we only
show scripts for Floyd. Also note that within each script,
several steps can be defined, and all atomic actions in one
step have to be completed before the next step of the script
will be executed. Most of the atomic actions - all lines
between
"SCRIPT FLOYD" and "STEP" or between
"STEP" and "END_SCRIPT"
-- get translated directly into
C++ code (hence the syntax and commenting style) that’s
imbeddedin the script’s.

//
//FLOYD: floyd_wander
//
//Choose some random spot and walk over.
//Let’s set it up so we makea snide commentwhenwe get there.
ACTIONfloyd_wander
SCRIPT FLOYD
int target;
target = RAND_INT(6,9);
FLOYD.STATE = BUSY;
SetAnim(FLOYD,
1,4,0);
TurnToObj(FLOYD,A_HOTSPOT,
target);
DEBUG_MSG(debug_file,
"LnTARGET:
%dkn", target);
MoveToHotSpot(FLOYD,
1,4,target,7.2,1);
STEP
next_floyd_idle = TALK;
FLOYD.STATE= IDLE;
END_SCRIPT
END_ACTION

//
//floyd_open_door
//
//Move Floyd to the door. Then open it!
ACTIONfloyd_open_door
SCRIPT FLOYD
FLOYD.STATE = BUSY;
//By initiating an action, the request is satified
FLOYD.PLAYER_REQUEST = NO_REQUEST;
SELECTED_OBJECT = NONE_SELECTED;
SetCursor(13);
SetAnim(FLOYD,
1,4,0);
TumToObj(FLOYD, A_HOTSPOT,I);
MoveToHotSpot(FLOYD,
1,4, right door_spot,7.2,1);
STEP
SetCursor(0);
SetAnim(FLOYD,
1,5,0);
SoundPlay(FLOYD, floyd_grunt,CYCLE_ONCE,
WAIT_FOR_SOUNDTO FINISH);
FLOYD_TUGGING_ON_DOOR= TRUE;
END_SCRIPT
END_ACTION

//
//FLOYD: floyd_generic_sound
//
//Just makea rambling Floyd comment.
ACTION
floyd_generic_sound(int which_sound)
SCRIPT FLOYD
FLOYD.STATE = BUSY;
SetAnim(FLOYD,
1,6,1);
TurnToObj(FLOYD, THECAMERA,0);
SoundPlay(FLOYD, which_sound,CYCLE ONCE,
WAIT_FOR_SOUND_TO_FINISH);
STEP
next_floyd_idle = WALK;
FLOYD.STATE= IDLE;
END_SCRIPT
END_ACTION

//
//floyd_here
//
//Floyd’s been clicked on, so say hi to player
ACTIONfloyd_here
SCRIPT FLOYD
SELECTED OBJECT = NONE_SELECTED;
FLOYD.STATE = BUSY;
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Other Side of Floyd, we anticipated needing 20-30 rules
loaded concurrently for non-central characters, and 30-100
rules for central characters. In our current 3D RTSgame,
we have up to I00 rules per team for high-level decisionmaking, and anticipate 5-20 rules per ship (with up to 40
ships total) for tactical decisions. The core system is
virtually unchangedfor our RTSgame, which demonstrates
the flexibility of the system. Additionally, the relatively
straightforward grammar(strangest only whenit’s most like
C and C++) has allowed non-programmers to learn the
system rapidly. Finally, our compiled rules allow
debugging using commercial tools such as symbolic
debuggers.

Sample debugging trace:
A partial debugging trace of a 3 minute run through this
room(edited for brevity and just to showFloyd’s rules)
shownhere. At the first IIIE run for Floyd, he’s told to
open the door for the room. In the second run, he’s
finished his actions and is restored to a waitingstate. In the
third, he gets bored and wandersoff.
DIRTY

VAR: SELECTED_OBJECT:

Running
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IIIE for FLOYD

# of Affected rules: 2
Affected Rule: open_door
Affected Rule: report_in
# of Satisfied rules: 1
Satisfied Rule: open_door
RULE CHOSEN: open_door
ACTION:

DIRTY
DIRTY
DIRTY

floyd_open_door

VAR: SELECTED_OBJECT:
-i
VAR: FLOYD.PLAYER_REQUEST:
VAR: FLOYD.STATE:
1

Running

rules: 4
Rule: opendoor
Rule: report_in
Rule: idle_gags
Rule: idle_motions
rules: 0

VAR: FLOYD.STATE:

Running

0

IIIE for FLOYD

# of Affected
Affected
Affected
Affected
Affected
# of Satisfied

DIRTY

It is worthnoting that there are still manydifficulties in rule
design for any expert system. The designers must be
carefully trained to watch out for conflicting rules,
oscillating rule firings, and efficiency issues. With the
combination of using the source level debuggers for the
pre-processed rules and scripts that have been turned into
C++code, and watching rule evaluation traces, we have
managed to have designers with only rudimentary
programming training create complex missions and
behaviors. Weanticipate makingseveral additions in the
near future to help with rule design, including the ability to
define mutually exclusive subsets of rules (such as "Floyd
Speaking Rules" or "Space Destroyer Targeting Rules")
and rule priorities which will be used to decide between
rules in mutuallyexclusivesets.
For now, the CCAand IIIE system has proven itself to be
fast, easy to use, and flexible enoughfor both a 3Daction
game and a Real-Time strategy game. Wehope to apply
the system to manymore upcominggames.
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IIIE for FLOYD
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